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For Derik.

This is a book about friends, and you were one of the best 
I ever had.
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After
Everything is grey.

The concrete floor is littered with ashy dirt and dust. 
Grime is packed down at the edges of the floor like a grey 
glue holding the walls and this whole awful place together. 
My eyes wander upward. Even the fluorescent lights seem 
to glow grey here. I never knew there were so many shades 
of such an awful colour.

A hollow beep sounds, followed by a loud clang, and the 
iron bars in front of me slide to the left, shrieking as metal 
scrapes metal. A guard holds out a stiff hand, and I follow 
her past the first set of bars to a second, identical set. The 
holding area is so small, it would make me claustrophobic 
if I couldn’t see past the bars. I stare through them across 
a room full of tables bolted to the ground. The tables are 
a cold, hard grey, like everything else, but they’re shaped 
like picnic tables – funny, since it seems to me that picnic 
tables are usually happy meeting places.

Beyond the tables, another iron gate stands exactly 
opposite the one I’m behind, and the face waiting on the 
other side makes me feel like I’m staring into a mirror. I 
lean into that reflection, wrapping my hands around the 
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cold metal bars as if I could press right through them to 
get to her.

‘Step back!’ The guard’s voice is booming, and it’s 
too warm and round for this quiet, cold place with all 
its sharp grey edges. Only beeps and clangs and other 
metallic sounds belong here. Everything else should be 
a whisper.

I flinch and let go of the bars. ‘Sorry, Kate,’ I mumble.
I’ve been on a first-name basis with this guard for years. 

After enough visits, you get to know some of the jail staff, 
and I’ve visited more than most.

Her voice is quieter now. ‘Just don’t want you to lose 
a finger.’ Then the second wall of iron slides left like the 
first, and I step into the room of picnic tables, taking a deep 
breath as if the air will somehow taste different on this side.

Across the room, my mirror image repeats the process – 
sliding bars, stepping through – like a reflection on delay. 
The guards hovering around each of us usher us to a 
table at the centre of the room, and we sit on opposite 
benches, our movements identical. But now that we’re 
close, the mirage is fading, and the woman across from me 
is definitely not my mirror image. Our eyes are the same, 
maybe – that startling shade of green that makes strangers 
stop us on the street – but hers are creased at the corners, 
and her skin is pulled tight over sharp cheekbones. Her 
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mouth is pinched, and I see deep lines there, too.
‘Hi, Sammy,’ she says.
‘Hi, Mama.’
A spell is broken, and suddenly we can both be soft in this 

hard place. We lean in simultaneously, elbows pressing into 
the table and hands reaching for each other. Those hands 
clasp and become a single knot of intertwined fingers, so I 
can’t tell where hers end and mine begin. The knot falls to 
the table, and the clunk of a metal chain linking two cuffs 
interrupts our moment to remind us where we are.

I frown down at the cuffs. As if these are necessary. As if 
there’s any danger here.

‘I can’t believe they still use these things,’ Mama says. 
‘When I was over at Richter, it was all cable ties.’

Her tone is light, and I know she’s trying to make 
conversation. I open my mouth to say something, but I’ve 
never had her knack for pretending everything is fine, so 
all that comes out is a whimper.

‘Oh, Sam, don’t cry.’ Mama’s hands squeeze mine, then 
squeeze them again, over and over, so our knot now feels 
like a beating heart.

I sniff. ‘I never do,’ I remind her.
She watches me not cry for a moment, then says, ‘I broke 

a promise to you.’
I don’t respond, because she’s broken so many promises 
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I can’t imagine which one she means.
‘I swore to you we’d never be here again.’
‘No more bars,’ I whisper, echoing something she’s said 

to me many times  – every time, in fact. I untangle my 
fingers from hers and pull away, examining my hands so I 
don’t have to meet her eyes.

‘It’s not your fault,’ I say.
The words would have sounded hollow even if we 

weren’t in a place where sound bounced off the walls and 
came back to you changed and muted and as dull and grey 
as everything else. I’ve had so much practice telling Mama, 
‘It’s not your fault,’ the phrase is empty now, its meaning 
all worn out from overuse.

‘It’s always my fault,’ she says.
‘Not this time.’
‘Especially this time.’
Her fingers stretch across the table for mine, but I lean 

back and hold up a hand to stop the ‘I’m sorry’ about to pour 
from her mouth. I’ve been listening to Mama’s apologies for 
sixteen years, and I can’t listen to one more. It’s my turn to 
talk. For once, we’re going to sit at one of these metal picnic 
tables and it’s not going to be all about her.

‘Mama, I need to tell you a story.’
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1
Mama had been to jail more times than I could count and 
to prison exactly twice. It took me a long time to figure 
out the difference. Grandma always said jail was for people 
who did a little bad and prison was for people who did a 
lot of bad.

Beep. Ninety-nine cents.
Mama said jail was the place you went first and prayed 

really hard that you didn’t get sent to prison. Aunt Ellen 
used to grumble that the only difference was the prisons 
were further outside of town, which meant she had to 
spend more time and gas to drag me there for visits.

Beep. Thank you for your coupon.
The truth is that jail is a place where you can still hold 

on to hope – hope you’ll be bailed out, hope you’ll be found 
innocent, hope you’ll get a second chance. Prison is the 
place where hope has left the building.

Beep. Ninety-nine cents.
‘Excuse me? Miss? Excuse me!’
I pasted on a smile. ‘Yes, sir?’
‘This machine is broken.’
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I eyed the self-checkout machine – the worst idea River 
City Market had ever come up with. People in this town 
were too stupid to do something as simple as checking out 
their own groceries. It was rocket science, after all. That’s 
why they hired me – to man the little computer at the end 
of the self-checkout aisle, a job that pretty much consisted 
of pressing a Clear button when customers messed up and 
calling a manager when they got rowdy. This guy looked 
like he might be about to get a little rowdy.

‘What’s the problem?’ I asked.
‘It’s broken,’ he repeated. He slapped the side of the 

machine a few times and then pounded it once with a fist.
Rowdy.
‘Sir, please don’t bang on the checkout terminal.’ 

I gritted my teeth, hoping whatever expression I was 
making still looked like a smile. I wasn’t that great with 
customers … or with people in general; lack of practice, I 
guess. But Mr Dugan kept telling me all I had to do was be 
polite and use words like ‘sir’ and ‘please’.

I stepped over to the man and eyed the terminal screen. 
‘You’re trying to use a coupon?’

‘I’m not trying. I am using a coupon. And this thing 
can’t count. It keeps saying ninety-nine cents, but my 
coupon should make it fifty-nine cents.’

Yes, obviously you can count better than this computer.
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‘Can I see the coupon?’
The man passed me the little piece of paper he’d been 

scanning: forty cents off tomato soup. I glanced down at 
the can in his hand. Clam chowder. A real genius, this guy.

‘This is for tomato,’ I said.
‘Then why did it thank me for my coupon?’
‘It says thank you for every coup—’
He punched the terminal again.
‘Stop that!’
So much for being polite. But it was a computer, after all, 

not a vending machine, and I was pretty sure that rule 
about the customer always being right stopped short of 
letting him destroy store property.

The man’s jaw dropped slightly. ‘But this stupid 
machine …’

‘Yeah,’ I muttered, keying an override code on the 
terminal screen. ‘It’s the machine that’s stupid.’

At least I thought I muttered it, until a woman at the 
next kiosk gasped.

‘What did you say to me?’ the man seethed.
I pretended not to hear, my cheeks burning as I quickly 

worked out how many free cans of soup I would have to 
give him or how polite I’d have to be to make up for what 
I’d just said.

Please, stupid sir, don’t tell my boss!
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‘Sam.’ A voice wheezed behind me, and I slumped.
Too late.
I turned to Mr Dugan, a frail, wispy-haired old man 

who’d probably been working at River City Market ever 
since people carted away their groceries with horses and 
buggies. I stared at his shoes to avoid meeting his eyes. I 
liked Mr Dugan. He was patient, and he let us blast music 
over the intercom after closing. He was the kind of guy you 
didn’t want to disappoint.

‘What seems to be the problem here?’ Mr Dugan 
rasped.

The man spoke before I could.
‘This girl just called me stupid!’
On a slow night, with no witnesses, I could have 

denied it, but the self-checkout kiosks were full of 
Friday-night folks stocking up on booze and TV dinners 
to get them through their lonely weekends, and now 
they were all staring, waiting to testify to what they’d 
heard.

‘Sam, is that true?’ Mr Dugan asked.
‘He punched the machine …’
‘Did you call this customer a name?’
I closed my eyes and let my silence tell him all he needed 

to know.
He sighed, a thin, tired sound. ‘Please turn in your name 
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tag and clear out your locker.’
Apparently all hope had left this building, too.

*

It took all of thirty seconds to ‘clear out my locker’. One 
summer of watching people bag their own groceries hadn’t 
exactly given me time to settle in at River City Market. 
All I ever kept in my locker was my bag, a postcard and a 
hat – always a hat. Today it was a vintage pageboy cap that 
I shoved down over my curls. When I was little, my hair 
was straight and wheat coloured, but after the accident it 
grew back all curly and kind of orange. Mama called it 
strawberry blonde. I called it Little Orphan Annie.

I peeled the postcard off the inside of the locker door – 
a night scene of Paris that I’d snagged from one of the 
overstock bins in the back room. I didn’t have the faintest 
idea why the market would sell postcards from foreign 
cities, but I liked the tiny lights and the Eiffel Tower in the 
background all the same.

Someday, I thought.
I shoved the postcard into my bag and tossed my name 

tag into the empty locker, too chicken to carry it up to 
the front office, where my former co-workers would all 
be watching. I’d had enough of people looking at me for 
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one night. Then I slipped out the loading-dock doors and 
headed straight for downtown.

The city got decidedly more seedy the closer you got 
to the river, and I shifted my bag strap into a more secure 
position across my chest as the evening shadows stretched 
into the street. I kept my eyes peeled for help wanted 
signs. It wouldn’t be hard to top River City Market, 
but at least there I’d been able to zone out and pretend 
I was somewhere else. I flew over Egyptian pyramids, 
climbed the Great Wall of China, and explored markets 
in Marrakesh – all from the end of the self-checkout lane.

Aunt Ellen always said I spent too much time 
daydreaming, and Grandma used to pat my head and say, 
‘Only children are lonely children.’ But Mama understood. 
She said I had inherited her wandering spirit, and she even 
bought me the corkboard in my bedroom, where I pinned 
up pictures of all the places I planned to go. I know she 
secretly hoped the pictures would be enough – that I wasn’t 
actually plotting an escape from River City. But she should 
have known better. She escaped once, too.

I wondered what Mama would say about me getting 
fired from my first job. I decided I wouldn’t tell her until 
Sunday. Tomorrow night was going to be special, and I 
didn’t want to spoil it.

I put a hand in my bag to feel the wad of bills at the 
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bottom – everything I’d managed to save over the last two 
months – which wasn’t much, thanks to a few too many 
new hats and a summer-long spending spree on travel 
magazines – but it was just enough for what I needed.

What I needed was at Pete’s Pawn, and I had to weave 
my way through a cast of characters to get there: the 
tattoo-covered guy with the shaved head who always 
parked his butt on a folding chair outside the liquor store, 
drinking forties and acting like he owned the street; the 
guy in the suit who tried to make himself look small as he 
slipped in and out of the dirty video store and stared too 
long at teenage girls. The usual crew on River City’s main 
drag, who all belonged in prison.

I should know. I’d seen enough people in prison while 
visiting Mama.

I looked past the suit and the tattoo man, at the lights 
flickering on inside an old Italian bistro, the crosswalk signs 
blinking permission for crowds to rush through traffic, and 
I listened to the sounds of impatient car horns and the lady 
shouting down from her second-floor window to the owner 
of the Chinese market on the pavement below.

‘It smells like oysters up here! What did I tell you about 
that?’

‘Sorry, ma’am. New delivery today.’
I had to smile. I loved the hustle of downtown, even if I 
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didn’t like the hustlers.
I saw all of them, but they didn’t see me. Invisibility 

was a talent I had perfected over the years. Don’t make 
eye contact; keep the hat pulled low; step light. It’s funny 
how many people say they would choose invisibility as a 
superpower, when really all it takes is practise.

I started practising after the accident, back when I just 
wanted people to stop staring. Kids who didn’t stare teased, 
and if they didn’t do either, it was only because they felt 
sorry for me. And the pity was the worst of it. I made it all 
disappear by making myself disappear. But it’s possible to 
get too good at a thing, and one day you wake up screaming 
inside, Look at me! Look at me! And that’s when you realise 
you’ve forgotten how to be seen.

The clerk at Pete’s Pawn saw me, at least. As soon as I 
pushed open the door, he looked me up and down with 
suspicious eyes. I didn’t blame him. Most people who 
wandered into Pete’s were either looking to steal or looking 
to sell something they’d already stolen. I made a beeline 
for the back wall, where all of the musical instruments 
were hung. Some of them were chained to the wall to keep 
them from being lifted by sticky fingers. But the one I was 
looking for wasn’t all that valuable – at least not to this shop.

My eyes scanned past the stacks of guitars and piles of 
drums until I found the row of small stringed instruments 
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and, in the centre of that row, the curve of blond wood I 
was after. I let out a small sigh of relief that it was still here.

Mama’s violin.
I lifted the violin gently from the rack and blew a layer 

of dust off the top. The price tag, tied to the neck with a 
piece of thread, fluttered with my breath and landed face 
up, balanced on top of the strings. The number on the tag 
caused me to gasp.

Four hundred dollars?!
Still gripping the violin in one hand, I reached into my 

bag with the other. My stack of twenties looked meagre 
now – only two hundred dollars, which had been the price 
of the violin for the last three years. You’d think, after all 
that time collecting dust, the price would have gone down, 
not doubled.

I carried the violin to the clerk to show him the 
offending price tag.

‘I think this is marked wrong. It used to be half this 
much.’

He shrugged. ‘I don’t set the prices.’ He flipped through 
a magazine with sports cars splashed across the pages and 
deliberately ignored me.

So, Pete’s Pawn is all about eyeballing anyone suspicious but 
can’t be bothered with an honest customer. Nice to know.

I stared at him until he finally looked up.
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‘The owner sets the prices. Maybe he looked it up on 
eBay or something, and it’s worth more than he thought.’

It was worth more. A lot more. But at four hundred 
dollars, I doubted ‘Pete’ or whoever owned the place 
had actually done any research. If he had, he might have 
noticed the autograph carved crudely into the neck – might 
have looked up the name and discovered that this violin 
had been played on the stage of the Grand Ole Opry, in 
the hands of a woman people once upon a time thought 
could be a huge country-music star.

But that’s the thing about stars – they all fizzle out, one 
way or another, and Mama’s star had never burned bright 
enough to earn her a name outside Nashville. So here in 
Illinois, her almost-famous fiddle was worth only four 
hundred bucks. Four hundred bucks I didn’t have.

The clerk went back to his magazine, and I retreated 
to the instrument wall. My eyes burned, but I didn’t cry. 
I tried sometimes, to bring on the tears, but all I ever got 
was a sore throat from straining. Apparently, crying wasn’t 
something you could practise, like being invisible or polite.

But if I could cry, this would be the moment. Mama and 
I had big plans for tomorrow, and I was going to be empty-
handed. I didn’t have time to research another gift, and a 
card just wasn’t enough.

Although, they probably did make a card for this. They 
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made a card for everything else.

Dearest Mother,
Cheers to another year.
Thanks for staying sober.
Love, Sam.




